Canisius Wordpress blogs are being used across the campus to assist individuals with developing easy-to-develop and update blogs and Web sites. Wordpress is a powerful tool that allows you the flexibility you need to manage content. This site provides more details for users. See our training calendar (below) to sign up for an upcoming Wordpress training.

- COLI Live Training Calendar

**GETTING STARTED**
- Getting Started with Blogs/Divi
- Sign up for a Blog
- Canisius Examples

**SPECIFIC BLOG INFO**
- Today@Canisius
- GriffParent
- The Dome

**BLOG RECIPES**
- Blogs@Canisius Recipes (work in progress)
- The Dome Recipe

**BLOGS FOR DIGITAL CVs**
- Redirect personal web page to Blog page

**BLOGS FOR NEWSLETTERS**
- Newsletter Tracking Page
- Submit a Post Plug-In (Blogs@Canisius)
- Integrating Mailchimp with Wordpress for Newsletters